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ABSTRACT
This study will measure and compare the efficiency of Conventional and Islamic 
banks in Indonesia using parametric approach stochastic frontier approach 
(SFA) and distribution free approach (DFA). These measurements will provide 
comprehensive and robust results of efficiency of individual bank compare to 
its peer group.
The results using parametric SFA show that in 2002, conventional banks 
(0.79) were slightly more efficient than Islamic banks (0.77), while in 2003, the 
efficiency of Islamic banks improved to 0.84 and the efficiency of conventional 
banks worsen to 0.76, so that Islamic banks have become more efficient than 
conventional banks. Conventional and Islamic banks have been improving 
and converged to the highest level of efficiency (1.00) since 2004. The DFA 
results show that conventional banks (0.89) are only slightly more efficient 
than Islamic banks (0.87). Conventional public bank (0.93) is the most 
efficient, while Islamic regional bank (0.84) is the least efficient. Moreover, 
efficient banks (conventional and Islamic) do not always have lower OCOI 
(operating costs divided by operating income), while banks with better OCOI 
usually are more profitable (have better return on assets or ROA). Therefore, 
technically, Islamic banks have shown their readiness to compete head to 
head with their conventional counterparts. However, other aspects, such as, 
number of networks and branches, service quality, convenience, products and 
services provided, human resources, and pricing, should have become the next 
priorities for improvements.
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1.  INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Islamic banks have been in existence since early 1960s. The first Islamic bank 
establshed n 1963 as a plot project n the form of rural savngs bank n a small 
town of Egypt, Mt Ghamr. After that, Islamc bankng movement came back to lfe 
n md 1970s. The establshment of Islamc Development Bank n 1975 trggered the 
development of Islamc banks n many countres, such as Duba Islamc Bank n Duba 
(1975), Fasal Islamc Bank n Egypt and Sudan (1977), and Kuwat Fnance House n 
Kuwat (1977). 
Joharris (2007) predicted that there are over 276 Islamic financial institutions (IFI) 
in the world, spread over 70 countries - sprawling from London, New York and Zurich 
to the Mddle East, Afrca and Asa wth captalzaton n excess of US$13 bllon. 
These nclude banks, mutual funds, mortgage companes and takaful provders. The 
pool of money held by Muslm s predcted more than US$3.0 trllon. At present, there 
s an estmated US$1 trllon Islamc fund n the market. Moreover, global Islamc 
capital market is growing at 15% - 20% per annum, including deposits in Islamic 
banks whch are estmated to be over US$560 bllon. A large part of the bankng and 
Takaful concentration is in Bahrain, Malaysia, and Sudan. A significant part of mutual 
funds concentrate n the Saud Araban and Malaysan markets n addton to the more 
advanced nternatonal captal markets.
In Indonesia, Islamic financial institutions started to emerge in early 1980s with 
the establshment of Baitut Tamwil-Salman n Bandung dan Koperasi Ridho Gusti n 
Jakarta. The first Islamic Bank in Indonesia, Bank Muamalat Indonesia, established 
n 1992. The development of Islamc bank has been accelerated snce Bank Indonesa 
(the central bank of Indonesa) allowed conventonal banks to open Islamc branch. 
Ths Islamc branch can offer Islamc bankng products and servces separated from ts 
conventonal parent wth ts own nfrastructure, ncludng staff and branches. 
By June 2008, the Islamc bankng system n Indonesa s represented by 3 Islamc 
banks, 28 Islamic branches, and 124 Islamic Rural Banks, with 743 offices and more 
than 1250 office channeling spread throughout the country. They offer comprehensive 
and wide range of Islamic financial products and services and cater 2.08% of the banking 
market share. It s expected that the Islamc bankng ndustry n Indonesa would reached 
5% of the bankng market share n 2011.
Despte these mpressve achevements, Islamc bankng n Indonesa has 
experencng a slower growth n the past two years. There are many factors that could 
be attrbuted to ths slower growth. One of these factors s the compettveness of 
Islamc Banks wthn the bankng system, snce, under dual bankng system, they have 
to compete head to head wth conventonal banks. 
One important aspect of competitiveness is efficiency. Inefficiency would become 
a great disadvantage to face a fierce competition in the banking industry. To win the 
competton, Islamc banks should know the strengths and weaknesses of themselves 
as well as of ther compettor. Know yourself and know your compettor s a halfway 
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to success. Therefore, analysis of the efficiency of Islamic banks in comparison with 
conventonal banks s very mportant to provde a bg pcture of the strengths and 
weaknesses of Islamc banks and ther compettors.
Despite of the importance, there are very limited studies comparing the efficiency 
of Islamc and conventonal banks wthn a country usng parametrc and nonparametrc 
approach, especally n Indonesa. Therefore, there should be a study that measure 
efficiency of Islamic and conventional banks using parametric and nonparametric 
approaches n Indonesa to provde comparson and to mprove the robustness of 
prevous measurements. These measures could also be used as a gude for Islamc banks 
to mprove ther weaknesses to be able to compete head to head wth conventonal 
banks and to acheve the ntended goals to mprove the market share. Moreover, the goal 
to strengthen Islamc bankng structure could be acheved.
1.2 Objective
The objective of this study is to measure and compare the efficiency of conventional 
and Islamc banks n Indonesa usng parametrc approach stochastc fronter approach 
(SFA) and dstrbuton free approach (DFA). These measurements wll provde 
comprehensive and robust results of efficiency of individual bank compare to its peer 
group.
1.3 Scope of Study
Islamic banks included in this study are all full fledged Islamic banks and business 
unt Islamc banks n Indonesa, whle conventonal banks ncluded n ths study, to 
be comparable, are those wth asset less than one mllon US Dollar n real term. The 
measurement will compare the efficiency of conventional and Islamic banks in Indonesia 
usng parametrc approach (SFA and DFA).
1.4 Data and Methodology
The tme frame of ths study s 2002 – 2006. The data used n ths study are the 
data of published annual financial statements (balance sheets and income statements) of 
conventonal and Islamc banks n Indonesa, wth total asset less than one mllon US 
Dollar n real term.    
Ths study wll apply stochastc fronter approach (SFA) and dstrbuton free 
approach (DFA). SFA and DFA are two well known parametrc approaches to measure 
efficiency using cross section or panel data of multiple inputs and outputs of business 
unts. The advantage of these approaches s that they can elmnate the mpact of 
disturbance to efficiency. The efficiency produced is a relative efficiency based on 
observed data. 
1.5 Benefit of the Study
The results of ths study wll be very useful for many stakeholders of conventonal 
and Islamc banks n Indonesa, especally the regulator (Bank Indonesa), to formulate 
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approprate polcy recommendatons to mprove the synergy between conventonal and 
Islamc banks n facltatng ntermedaton to the real sector. Moreover, conventonal 
and Islamic banks in Indonesia will also benefit from this study to see where they are in 
the compettveness of the bankng system.
2.  LITERATURE REVIEW
Banking efficiency has been a very important issue in a transition economy. All 
countres n transton have been encounter at least wth one bankng crss, and many 
with more than one crisis (Jemrić and Vujčić, 2002). Banking efficiency is also an 
mportant ssue n a developng open economy, snce most of them have also been faced 
a bankng crss n the past, and Indonesa s no excepton. There are many studes about 
banking efficiency using parametric methods, such as SFA and DFA. Moreover, those 
studes are appled to conventonal as well as Islamc banks.
SFA and DFA have been used for some studies to measure the X-efficiency of 
commercial bank or other financial institutions such as studies that were conducted 
by Allen and Ra (1996), Semh and Phlppatos (2001), Hadad et al. (2003), Saad 
et al. (2003), Hussein (2004), Hassan (2003 and 2006). The firs tree studies measure 
the efficiency of conventional banks, while the last four studies measure the efficiency 
of Islamic banks. Allen and Rai (1995) measured operational efficiency in banking 
internationally during 1988-1992 using SFA and DFA, Yildirim and Philippatos (2005) 
measured the efficiency of banks in Europe during 1993-2000 using SFA and DFA to 
evaluate impact of transition economies to bank’s efficiency, while, Hadad et al. (2003) 
used SFA and DFA methods to measure the efficiency of banks in Indonesia during 
1995-2003. Meanwhile, Saaid et al. (2003) measured Islamic banking x-efficiency 
(technical and allocative efficiencies) in Sudan using SFA, Hussein (2004) compared 
the efficiency of Islamic and conventional banks in Bahrain during 1985-2001 using 
SFA (profit efficiency), Hassan (2003) measured the efficiency of Islamic banks in 
Pakistan, Iran, and Sudan during 1994-2001 using SFA (cost and profit efficiencies) and 
DEA (cost, allocative, technical, pure technical, and scale efficiencies), while Hassan 
(2006) measured the efficiency of Islamic banking industry in the world during 1995-
2001 using SFA (cost and profit efficiencies) and DEA (cost, allocative, technical, pure 
technical, and scale efficiencies).
Table 2.1 Summary of Parametric Approach Applied
No Author Functional Form Input Output
1 Allen & Ra ‘96 Translog
Prce of labor, prce of 
captal, prce of borrowed 
funds
Loans, nvestment 
assets
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2 Hadad et al. ‘03 Translog Prce of labor, prce of funds
Loans to the bank, 
loans to the stakeholder 
(exclude bank), 
securtes
3
Yldrm & 
Phlppatos 
’05
Multproduct 
Translog
Prce of borrowed funds, 
prce of labor, prce of 
physcal captal
Loans, nvestment, 
depost
4 Saad et al. ‘03 Translog
Price of labor, price of fixed 
captal, prce of depost Investment asset
5 Hussen ’04 Fourer Flexble
Prce of labor, prce of fund, 
prce of physcal captal
Financing; investment, 
off-BS items
6 Hassan ’03 & ‘06 Translog
Prce of labor, prce of 
captal, prce of fund
Total loan, other earnng 
assets, off-BS items
Functonal form: 
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No Functional Form
price of labor, P2 price of capital, P3 price of fund), π net profit, v random error, u inefficiency, ε = v + u
From those studies, it can be summarized that most studies apply cost and profit
efficiencies of SFA using translog or its derivatives functional form. The dependent
variable is cost or profit, respectively, while the independent variables are input prices
and output amounts. Off-balance sheet items are added as output to improve the
efficiency estimates, especially for Islamic banking, since restricted investment accounts
are not recorded in the balance sheet and considered as off-balance sheet items.
3. METHODOLOGY
Three well known approaches that widely applied to measure efficiency are parametric
Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) and Distribution Free Analysis (DFA), as well as
nonparametric Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). SFA, DFA and DEA applications are
derived from the theory of efficiency. Therefore, this chapter will first discuss the theory
of efficiency, the measurement of efficiency, the connection of SFA, DFA and DEA to
efficiency theory, and then discuss SFA and DFA in details. Moreover, bank’s efficiency
can be measured from its functions. Three approaches to measure the efficiency of
bank’s functions are intermediation approach, production approach, and modern or asset
approach. The theory of efficiency in general, its relation to SFA, DFA and DEA, and the
measurement of bank’s efficiency can be described in figure 3.1.
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From those studies, it can be summarized that most studies apply cost and profit 
efficiencies of SFA using translog or its derivatives functional form. The dependent 
variable is cost or profit, respectively, while the independent variables are input prices 
and output amounts. Off-balance sheet items are added as output to improve the efficiency 
estmates, especally for Islamc bankng, snce restrcted nvestment accounts are not 
recorded in the balance sheet and considered as off-balance sheet items.
3.  METHODOLOGY
Three well known approaches that widely applied to measure efficiency are 
parametrc Stochastc Fronter Analyss (SFA) and Dstrbuton Free Analyss (DFA), 
as well as nonparametrc Data Envelopment Analyss (DEA). SFA, DFA and DEA 
applications are derived from the theor  of efficiency. Th refore, this chapter will first 
discuss the theory of efficiency, the measurement of efficiency, the connection of SFA, 
DFA and DEA to efficiency theory, and then discuss SFA and DFA in details. Moreover, 
bank’s efficiency can be measured from its functions. Three approaches to measure the 
efficiency of bank’s functions are intermediation approach, production approach, and 
modern or asset approach. The theory of efficiency in general, its relation to SFA, DFA 
and DEA, and the measurement of bank’s efficiency can be described in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Theory of Efficiency
3.1 The Theory of Efficiency
The concept of efficiency rooted from the microeconomic concept, namely, consumer
theory and producer theory. Consumer theory tries to maximize utility or satisfaction from
individual point of views, while producer theory tries to maximize profit or minimize costs
from producer point of views.
In the producer theory, there is a production frontier line that describes the relationship
between inputs and outputs of production process. This production frontier line
represents the maximum output from the use of each input. It also represents the
technology used by a business unit or industry. A business unit that operates on the
production frontiers is technically efficient. Figure 3.2 shows the production frontier line.
Figure 3.2 Production Frontier Line
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3.1 The Theory of Efficiency
The c ncept of efficiency r oted from the microeconomic concept, namely, 
consumer theory and producer theory. Consumer theory tres to maxmze utlty or 
satsfacton from ndvdual pont of vews, whle producer theory tres to maxmze 
profit or minimize costs from producer point of views.
In the roducer theory, there s a producton fronter lne that descrbes the 
relatonshp between nputs and outputs of producton process. Ths producton fronter 
lne represents the maxmum output from the use of each nput. It also represents the 
tech ology used by a busness unt or ndustry. A busness unt that operates on the 
production frontiers is technically efficient. Figure 3.2 shows the production frontier 
lne.
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3.1 The Theory of Efficiency
The concept of efficiency rooted from the microeconomic concept, namely, consumer
theory and producer theory. Consumer theory tries to maximize utility or satisfaction from
individual point of views, while producer theory tries to maximize profit or minimize costs
from producer point of views.
In the producer theory, there is a production frontier line that describes the relationship
between inputs and outputs of production process. This production frontier line
represents the maximum output from the use of each input. It also represents the
technology used by a business unit or industry. A business unit that operates on the
production frontiers is technically efficient. Figure 3.2 shows the production frontier line.
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Considered from economic theory, there are two different types of efficiency, 
namely technical efficiency and economic efficiency. Economic efficiency has macro 
economic point of view, while technical efficiency has micro economic point of view. 
The measurement of technical efficiency limited to technical and operational relationship 
in a conversion process of input to output. Whereas, in economic efficiency price can 
not be considered as given, since price can be influenced by macro policy (Sarjana, 
1999).  According to Farell (1957), efficiency comprises of two components, namely:
a. Technical efficiency describes the ability of a business unit to maximize output 
gven certan amount of nput.
b. Allocative efficiency describes the ability of a business unit to utilize inputs in 
optmal proporton based on ther prce.
When the two types of efficiency combined, it will produce economic efficiency. 
A company is considered to be economically efficient if it can minimize the production 
costs to produce certan output wthn common technology level and market prce 
level.
Kumbhaker and Lovell (2000) argue that technical efficiency is only one of many 
components economic efficiency as a whole. Nevertheless, in order to achieve economic 
efficiency a company should produce maximum output with certain amount of input 
(technical efficiency) and produce output with the right combination within certain 
price level (allocative efficiency).  
3.2 The Measurement of Efficiency
In the past few years, performance measurement of financial institution has 
increasingly focused on frontier efficiency or X-efficiency (rather than scale efficiency), 
which measures deviation in performance of a financial institution from the best practices 
or costs-efficient frontier that depicts the lowest production costs for a given level of 
output. X-efficiency stems from technical efficiency, which gauges the degree of friction 
and waste in the production processes, and allocative efficiency, which measures the 
levels of varous nputs. 
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Frontier efficency s superor for most regulatory and other purposes to the 
standard financial ratios from accounting statements, such as, return on asset (ROA) or 
cost/revenue ratio, that are commonly employed by regulators, managers of financial 
institutions, or industrial consultants to assess financial performance. This is because 
frontier efficiency measures use programming or statistical techniques that removes 
the effects of dfferences n nput prces and other exogenous market factors affectng 
the standard performance ratos n order to obtan better estmates of the underlyng 
performance of the managers (Bauer et al., 1998).
Frontier efficiency has been used extensively in regulatory analysis to measure 
the effects of merger and acquisition, capital regulations, deregulation of deposit rates, 
removal of geographic restrictions on branching and holding company acquisitions, 
etc., on financial institution performance. Furthermore, Bauer et al. (1998) argue that 
the main advantage of frontier efficiency over other indicators of performance is that 
it is an objectively determined quantitative measure that removes the effects of market 
prices and other exogenous factors that influence observed performance. 
Tools to measure efficiency could be parametric and non-parametric. Parametric 
approach to measuring efficiency uses stochastic econometric and tries to eliminate 
the impact of disturbance to inefficiency. There are three parametric econometric 
approaches, namely:
1. Stochastic frontier approach (SFA);
2. Thick frontier approach (TFA); and 
3. Distribution-free approach (DFA). 
These approaches dffer n the assumptons they make regardng the shape of 
the efficient frontier, the treatment of random error, and the distributions assumed for 
inefficiencies and random error. The parametric methods have disadvantages relative 
to the non-parametric methods of having to impose more structure on the shape of 
the fronter by specfyng a functonal form for t. However, an advantage of the 
parametrc methods s that they allow for random error, so these methods are less lkely 
to misidentify measurement error, transitory differences in cost, or specification error 
for inefficiency (Bauer et al., 1997).
Meanwhile, non-parametric linear programming approach to measuring efficiency 
uses non-stochastic approach and tends to combine disturbance into inefficiency. This is 
built based on discovery and observation from the population and evaluates efficiency 
relative to other units observed. One of the non-parametric approaches, known as data 
envelopment analysis (DEA), is a mathematical programming technique that measures 
the efficiency of a decision making unit (DMU) relative to other similar DMUs with the 
simple restrictions that all DMUs lie on or below the efficiency frontier (Seiford and 
Thrall, 1990). The performance of a DMU s very relatve to other DMUs, especally 
those that cause inefficiency. This approach can also determine how a DMU can improve 
its performance to become efficient. 
DEA was first introduced by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes n 1978. Snce then 
its utilization and development have grown rapidly including many banking-related 
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applcatons. The man advantage of DEA s that, unlke regresson analyss, t does not 
require an a priori assumption about the analytical form of the production function so 
imposes very little structure on the shape of the efficient frontier. Instead, it constructs the 
best practce producton functon solely on the bass of observed data, and therefore the 
possibility of misspecification of the production technology is zero. On the other hand, 
the man dsadvantage of DEA s that the fronter s senstve to extreme observatons 
and measurement error (the basc assumpton s that random errors do not exst and that 
all deviations from the frontier indicate inefficiency). Moreover, there exists a potential 
problem of “self identifier” and “near-self-identifier”. 
3.3 Parametric Approaches: SFA and DFA
The parametrc methods of SFA and DFA have been wdely used to analyze 
efficiency of banking industry, especially in the US and other well-developed countries 
(see, among others, Berger, Hunter and Tmme (1993), Berger and Humphrey (1997), 
Berger and Mester (1997) for an extensive review of literature on efficiency of financial 
nsttuton). The two methods have also been used n the prevous researches on the 
efficiency of banking industry in the transition countries. For more details see for example 
Yldrm and Phlppatos (2003) for central and east European countres, Bhattacharya 
et al. (1997) and Srvastava (1999) for Inda, Hasan and Marton (2000) for Hungary, 
and Isk and Hassan (2002) for Turkey.
3.3.1 The Cost and Profit Frontiers
Before going into the details about measuring efficiency, it is important to 
discuss the concept of cost and profit efficiencies. For further readings, please refer 
to Berger and Mester (1997), Yldrm and Phlppatos (2003), Hussen (2004), 
Hassan (2003 and 2006) and Hasan (2007). Cost efficiency measure the performance 
of banking firm relative to the best-practice bank that produces the same output 
bundle under the same exogenous condton. The cost fronter s determned by 
estmatng the followng cost functon:
C=C(y,w,z,u,e)
where C measures total costs for bank, y s a vector of outputs, w s vector of 
nput prces, z represents the quantities of fixed bank parameters, u is the inefficiency 
term that captures the difference between the efficient level of cost for given output 
levels and nput prces and actual cost, and e s the random error term.
Assuming the inefficiency and random error term are multiplicatively separable 
from the rest parameters, the above cost functon can be expressed n logarthmc 
form as follows:
ln C = f(y,w,z)+ln u+ln e
After estimating a particular cost function, the cost efficiency for bank i s 
measured as the rato between cost (Cmin) necessary to produce that bank’s output 
and the actual cost (Ci) :
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COSTEFFi=
Cmn  = 
exp[f(y,w,z)]x exp(ln umn) =
 umn
Ci exp[f(y,w,z)]x exp(ln ui)      ui
Where, umin s the mnmum ui across all the samples.
Profit efficiency measures how close a bank is attaining the possible profit 
as a best-practice firm on the frontier for given levels of input and output prices 
and other exogenous varables. Prevous studes offered two dfferent approaches 
for calculating profit maximization objective, namely standard and alternative 
profit function. However, as the situation in Indonesia and Malaysia, Berger and 
Mester (1997) suggested that the alternative profit specification is preferred over 
the standard specification when (a) there are differences in the quality of banking 
servces, (b) markets are not perfectly compettve, (c) outputs are not completely 
varable and (d) output prces are not avalable. 
The alternative profit frontier is formulated as follows:
P=P(y,w,z,u,e)
Where, P is the variable profits of the firm. Furthermore, in line with the 
formulation of cost function, the profit function can be expressed in log terms as 
follows:
ln (P + 0) = f (y,w,z)+ln e-ln u
Where θ is a constant added to every bank’s profit to make it positive, so that 
the natural log can be obtained. Profit efficiency is measured by the ratio between 
the actual profit of a bank and the maximum possible profit that is achieved by the 
most efficent bank.
PROFEFFi=
Pi        = 
exp[f(y,w,z)]x exp(ln ui) ui -0
Pmax exp[f(y,w,z)]x exp(ln umax) - 0
Where, umax s the maxmum ui of all banks n the sample.
3.3.2 The SFA and DFA 
The Stochastc Fronter Approach (SFA) SFA asserts that manageral or 
controllable inefficiencies can only increase costs (reduce profits) above (below) 
best-practice frontier and that random fluctuations or uncontrollable factors can 
increase or reduce cost (profits). Therefore, the model assumes that inefficiency 
measures, (ln u), which represent the departure from efficient frontier follow an 
asymmetric half-normal distribution, while random fluctuations are distributed as 
two-sided normal with a zero mean and variance σ2.
The Dstrbuton Free Approach (DFA) tres to avod the arbtrary assumptons 
of the stochastc fronter approach, where panel data are avalable. Ths approach 
also separates the composite error term into inefficiency and statistical noise 
component. However, it assumes that there exists a core inefficiency for banks, 
whch perssts over tme whle the random error part vanshes out over tme (Berger 
1993 in Yildirim and Philippatos 2003). According to DFA, inefficiency estimate 
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of a bank s determned by the dfference between average resdual of the bank i, 
(ln u), and the average resdual of the bank on the fronter (ln umin), assumng that 
the random errors wll cancel out over tme. The estmated average resdual s than 
transformed nto a measure of efficiency:
EFFi= exp (ln umn - ln ui)
Where, ln umin s the average resdual for the bank wth the lowest average cost 
residual. The most efficient bank will be given score 1, and then the others will get 
score between 0 – 1.
3.3.3 Functional Form
Followng Yldrm and Phlppatos (2003), we employ the multproduct 
translog functional form to estimate cost and alternative profit frontiers. The cost 
fronter functon s represented by:
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where wi and yi are input prices and output amounts and z is the equity capital. We
impose the regular restrictions of symmetry and linear homogeneity for input prices in
estimating the parameters as follows:
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Cost and input prices are normalized by the price of capital before taking logarithms to
impose linear input price homogeneity.
The alternative profit frontier estimation employs essentially the same specification as
cost function with some minor changes. For the profit frontier estimation, the dependent
variable ln(C/w3z) is replaced by ln(P/w3z) and the inefficiency term is –u. Cost, profit and
 where w and y are nput prces and output amounts and z is the equity capital. 
We mpose the regular restrctons of symmetry and lnear homogenety for nput 
rc s n estmatng the parameters as follows:
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Cost and input prices are normalized by the price of capital before taking logarithms to
impose linear input price homogeneity.
The alternative profit frontier estimation employs essentially the same specification as
cost function with some minor changes. For the profit frontier estimation, the dependent
variable ln(C/w3z) is replaced by ln(P/w3z) and the inefficiency term is –u. Cost, profit and
Cost and nput prces are normalzed by the prce of captal before takng 
logarthms to mpose lnear nput prce homogenety.
The alternative profit frontier estimation employs essentially the same 
specification as cost functi n with some minor changes. For the profit frontier 
estmaton, the dependent varable ln(C/w3z) s replaced by ln(P/w3z) and the 
inefficiency term is –u. Cost, profit and output variables are normalized by equity 
captal (z) to control the heteroscedastcty, scale and other estmaton bases n 
addton to provdng a more economc meanng.
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3.4 Measuring the Activity of Banks
The efficiency measurement, parametric or non-parametric, of financial institution 
lke banks can be approached from ther actvtes. There are three man approaches 
to explan the relatonshp between nput and output of banks. Two approaches, 
namely, producton (or operatonal) approach and ntermedaton approach, apply the 
classical microeconomic theory of the firm, while one approach, namely modern (or 
assets) approach applies modified classical theory of the firm by incorporating some 
specificities of banks’ activities, namely risk management and information processing, 
as well as some form of agency problems, whch are crucal for explanng the role of 
financial intermediaries (Freixas and Rochet, 1998).
3.4.1 Production Approach
The producton approach descrbes bankng actvtes as the producton of 
servces to depostors and borrowers usng all avalable factors of producton, such 
as labor and physcal captal. Ths approach, ntated by Benston (1965) and Bell 
and Murphy (1968), consders banks as producer of depost accounts to depostors 
and loans to borrowers. Therefore, this approach defines input as number of 
workforce, capital expenses on fixed assets and other materials, and defines output 
as the sum of all depost accounts or other related transactons.
Accordng to Frexas and Rochet, (1998), the producton approach suts well 
the case of a local branch that is “financially transparent” in the sense that the money 
collected from depostors s fully transferred to some man branch. Smlarly, all 
the money lent to borrowers s made avalable by the same man branch. The only 
outputs of the local branch are ts servces to depostors and borrowers, and ts only 
nputs are labor and physcal captal.
Parametric measurement of production approach has some difficulties. First, 
dsaggregaton of costs prevents the study of scale and scope economes. Second, 
producton approach suffers from a basc problem on what the relevant measure of 
output volumes s. Third, Cobb-Douglas specification for monotonicity of average 
cost prevents the existence of an efficient size.
The first difficulty has been addressed by Baumol, Panzar, and Willig (1982) 
and the exstence of Functonal Cost Analyss (FCA) program that allowed separate 
cost functions to be estimated for all product lines. Disaggregated cost data for five 
categories of banking activities identified are demand deposits, term and savings 
deposts, real estate loans, consumer loans, and busness loans. Cost functons of 
the Cobb-Douglas type (one per activity i) are as follows:
constrawaQC iiiiiii +−++= log)1(logloglog ε
i = 1, …, 5, Ci (total cost), Qi (volume of output), wi (wage rate), ri (nterest)
The second difficulty is to choose output volume among the number of accounts, 
the number of operatons on these accounts, or the dollar amounts. Among these 
three output volumes, the dollar amounts are more readly avalable. To correct 
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possble bases, heterogenety factors for homogenzng the data (sze, actvty, and 
composton of accounts) are ntroduced.  
The third difficulty, the monotonicity of average cost (increasing if εi > 
1, decreasng f εi < 1, and constant f εi = 1), has been addressed by Benston, 
Hanweck, and Humprey (1982) by applying a more convenient specification of 
translog cost function, in which the logarithm of the cost is quadratic with respect 
to the logarithms of output and input prices. They find that a U-shaped average cost 
function with an efficient size between 10 and 25 million dollars of deposits, which 
s surprsngly small (Frexas and Rochet, 1998).
Moreover, Gllgan and Smrlock (1984), Gllgan, Smrlock, and Marshall 
(1984), Berger, Hanweck, and Humprey (1987), and Kolar and Zardhook (1987) 
use a multproduct cost functon, whch allows the dscusson of scope economes 
and cost complementartes. But, the results are not conclusve (Frexas and Rochet, 
1998). 
3.4.2 Intermediation Approach
The ntermedaton approach descrbes bankng actvtes as ntermedary n 
charge of transformng the money borrowed from depostors (surplus spendng 
units) into the money lent to borrowers (deficit spending units). In other words, 
deposits that are typically divisible, liquid, short-term, and risk less are transformed 
into loans that are typically indivisible, illiquid, long-term, and risky. Therefore, 
this approach defines input as financial capital (the deposits collected and the funds 
borrowed), and defines output as the volume of loans and investment outstanding. 
Accordng to Frexas and Rochet, (1998), the ntermedaton approach s 
complmentary to the producton approach and s more approprate to the case of a 
man branch, whch s not drectly n contact wth customers. In ths case, the total 
volume of loans granted by the local branches s n general dfferent from the total 
volume of depost collected. Therefore, the man branch may have to borrow (or 
invest) on financial markets. 
Results of parametrc measurement of the ntermedaton approach do not 
dffer substantally from those of the producton approach. But, ths approach also 
has some difficulties. First, there s problematc behavor n determnng deposts as 
output or nput. There s not enough supportng argument n selectng the varables 
and ther postons. Second, there is problematic behavior of the multi-product 
translog cost functon when some of the outputs tend toward zero (the logarthms 
become infinite).
On the first problem, one interesting findings are given by Hancock (1991) who 
runs a linear regression of bank’s profit on the real balances of the items in bank’s 
balance sheet wthout presumng a pror whch correspond to outputs and whch to 
inputs.  When these coefficients are positive they correspond to outputs (intuitively, 
the bank’s profit increases when they increase), and when they are negative they 
are correspond to nputs.  She found that loans and demand deposits are outputs; 
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whereas labor, physcal captal, materals, and cash are nputs. However, Hughes 
and Mester (1993) found that deposits are inputs. 
On the second problem, several contrbutons have tred to correct t. For 
example, Hunter, Timme, and Yang (1990) use another specification (Minflex-
Laurent) of the cost functon, and McAllster and McManus (1992) adopt 
nonparametrc approach.
3.4.3 Modern Approach
The modern approach tries to improve the first two approaches by incorporating 
rsk management, nformaton processng, and agency problems nto the classcal 
theory of the firm. This approach introduces a possible discrepancy between bank’s 
manager and owner in profit maximization behavior.  If bank’s managers are not 
risk neutral, they will typically chose a level of financial capital that is different 
from the cost mnmzng one.
Parametrc measurement of the modern approach done by Hughes and Mester 
(1994) find that, for larger banks, an increase in size (holding default risk and asset 
quality constant) significantly lowers the price of uninsured funds (too big to fail). 
Moreover, Berger and De Young (1997) find support for the “bad luck hypothesis” 
(problem loans cause banks to ncrease spendng on montorng). Also, “decreases n 
bank capital ratios generally precede increases in non-performing loans…evidence 
that thnly captalzed banks may respond to moral hazard ncentves by takng 
increased portfolio risks” (Freixas and Rochet, 1998).
4.  DATA ANALYSIS
4.1  Data Description
The data needed for this empirical analysis comes from financial statements of 
conventonal and Islamc banks n Indonesa n the perod of 2002 – 2006. There are sx 
types of conventonal banks, namely publc bank lsted on captal market, conventonal 
domestc foregn exchange bank, conventonal domestc bank, conventonal regonal 
bank, conventonal mxed bank owned by domestc and foregn nvestors, and 
conventonal foregn bank owned by foregner. Whle Islamc banks n Indonesa are 
of three types, namely, full-fledged Islamic bank, conventional bank that have separate 
Islamc branch or Islamc busness unt, and Islamc Regonal Development Branches. 
The data of type and number of banks ncluded n ths study can be read n table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Data of Conventional and Islamic Banks
SFA and DFA 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Conventional 52 52 52 52 52
Public 3 3 3 3 3
Domestic fx 14 14 14 14 14
Domestic 10 10 10 10 10
Regional 17 17 17 17 17
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Mixed 2 2 2 2 2
Foreign 6 6 6 6 6
Islamic 7 7 7 7 7
Domestic Full Fledged 2 2 2 2 2
Domestic Full Branch 4 4 4 4 4
Regional Full Branch 1 1 1 1 1
4.2 Results and Analysis
The efficiency of conventional and Islamic banks in Indonesia is measured in several 
ways by applyng parametrc SFA and DFA methods. In SFA, to make a comparable 
measurement, conventonal and Islamc banks are pooled together annually to form a 
common frontier. All banks for each year (2002-2006) are pooled to measure efficiency. 
In DFA, panel data is needed, so that all series of 2002-2006 of all banks are pooled 
together.
The overall results of SFA and DFA measurements can be read n table 4.2 n the 
appendx. SFA annual results show that snce 2004 conventonal and Islamc banks 
have reached the highest efficiency of 1.0. Meanwhile, DFA aggregate results show that 
the average efficiency of conventional bank (0.89) is slightly better than that of Islamic 
bank (0.87).
Table 4.2 Summary of Parametric SFA and DFA Efficiencies
BANK SFA DFA2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Conventional 0.790 0.760 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.89
Publc 0.803 0.777 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.93
Domestc fx 0.784 0.774 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.91
Domestc 0.716 0.756 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.88
Regonal C 0.833 0.771 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.87
Mxed 0.830 0.730 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.89
Foregn 0.757 0.683 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.90
Islamic 0.770 0.840 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.87
Full Fledged 0.625 0.805 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.86
Full Branch 0.825 0.838 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.88
Regonal I 0.860 0.900 0.997 0.999 0.999 0.84
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Parametric SFA method requires time series data, so that the results can be grouped 
for each year of observation. The summary can be seen in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 Efficiency of Conventional and Islamic Banks in Indonesia using SFA
The results n figure 4.1 show that in 2002, the average efficiency of conventional 
banks (0.79) s slghtly better than that of Islamc banks (0.77). But n 2003, the average 
efficiency of Islamic banks (0.84) has improved to 0.84, while the average efficiency of 
conventional banks has worsened to 0.76. In 2004, average efficiencies of both banks 
have mproved to the top level of 1.00, and have not been changed untl 2006. 
Figure 4.2 shows bank efficiency of each group using SFA method. In 2002, regional 
conventional bank was the most efficient (0.83) among conventional banks in Indonesia, 
while regional Islamic bank was the most efficient (0.86) among Islamic banks. In 2003, 
public conventional bank was the most efficient (0.78) among worsened conventional 
banks, while regional Islamic bank was still the most efficient (0.90) among improved 
Islamc banks. 
Note: Public: conventional public bank listed on capital market; Domestic fx: conventional 
domestic foreign exchange bank; Domestic: conventional domestic bank; Regional C: 
conventional regional bank; Mixed: conventional bank owned by domestic and foreign investors; 
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Foreign: conventional foreign owned bank; Islamic: average Islamic bank; Full Fledged: Islamic 
full fledged bank; Full Branch: Islamic full branch bank; Regional I: Regional Islamic bank.
Figure 4.2 Group Efficiency of Conventional and Islamic Banks in Indonesia 
using SFA
Meanwhile, parametric DFA method requires panel data with minimum complete 5 
perod seres. Therefore, only 52 conventonal banks and 7 Islamc banks can be ncluded 
n the sample. The results show that conventonal banks have exhbted slghtly better 
efficiency (0.89) than that of Islamic banks (0.87) in the period of observation (2002-
2006). 
Note: Conventional: average conventional bank; Public: conventional public bank listed on capital 
market; Domestic fx: conventional domestic foreign exchange bank; Domestic: conventional 
domestic bank; Regional C: conventional regional bank; Mixed: conventional bank owned by 
domestic and foreign investors; Foreign: conventional foreign owned bank; Islamic: average 
Islamic bank; Full Fledged: Islamic full fledged bank; Full Branch: Islamic full branch bank; 
Regonal I: Regonal Islamc bank.
Figure 4.3 Group Efficiency of Conventional and Islamic Banks in Indonesia 
using DFA
Fgure 4.3 shows bank efficiency of each group using DFA method. The figure 
shows that conventional public bank is the most efficient (0.93), while regional Islamic 
full branch is the least efficient (0.84). Overall, conventional banks are slightly more 
efficient than Islamc banks.
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Note: Public: conventional public bank listed on capital market; Domestic fx: conventional 
domestic foreign exchange bank; Domestic: conventional domestic bank; Regional C: 
conventional regional bank; Mixed: conventional bank owned by domestic and foreign investors; 
Foreign: conventional foreign owned bank; Islamic: average Islamic bank; Full Fledged: Islamic 
full fledged bank; Full Branch: Islamic full branch bank; Regional I: Regional Islamic bank.
Figure 4.4 Efficiency of Conventional and Islamic Banks in Indonesia using DFA 
and SFA 2006 vs. OCOI 2006 Ratio
Comparing parametric measures of banks efficiencies and their respective traditional 
OCOI (operating costs divided by operating expenses) in figure 4.4 shows that efficient 
conventonal banks do not always have low OCOI rato. Moreover, banks that have 
better (lower) OCOI usually have better profitability (ROA), as can be read in table 4.3 
in the appendix.  Moreover, Islamic full branch is most DEA efficient which also have 
low OCOI and hgh ROA. 
Table 4.3 Summary of Parametric SFA and DFA vs. OCOI and ROA Ratios 
BANK DFA SFA OCOI ROA
Conventional 0.890 1.000
Publc 0.929 0.999 0.875 1.560
Domestc fx 0.914 0.999 0.875 1.648
Domestc 0.881 0.999 0.971 0.832
Regonal C 0.867 0.999 0.729 3.760
Mxed 0.890 0.999 0.733 2.685
Foregn 0.896 0.999 0.719 3.355
Islamic 0.870 1.000
Full Fledged 0.859 0.999 0.871 1.655
Full Branch 0.882 0.999 0.698 1.085
Regonal I 0.843 0.999 0.495 4.500
If we compare the results of parametric measurement with non-parametric 
measurement n Ascarya et al. (2008), we wll see the varaton of results. 
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Note: Conventional: average conventional bank; Public: conventional public bank listed on capital 
market; Domestic fx: conventional domestic foreign exchange bank; Domestic: conventional 
domestic bank; Regional C: conventional regional bank; Mixed: conventional bank owned by 
domestic and foreign investors; Foreign: conventional foreign owned bank; Islamic: average 
Islamic bank; Full Fledged: Islamic full fledged bank; Full Branch: Islamic full branch bank; 
Regonal I: Regonal Islamc bank.
Figure 4.5 Efficiency of Conventional and Islamic Banks in Indonesia using DFA, 
SFA 2006, and DEA 2006
Figure 4.5 and table 4.4 show the comparison of parametric and non-parametric 
measures of efficiencies. It can be concluded that different approaches have given 
somewhat different results. DFA gives average efficiency for the observation period, 
where conventional banks are slightly more efficient than Islamic banks. SFA gives 
annual efficiency for each year of observation, where conventional and Islamic banks 
converge to highest efficiency in 2006. Meanwhile, DEA gives annual efficiency for 
each year of observation with the breakdown of overall efficiency into technical and 
scale efficiencies. Islamic banks are slightly more efficient than conventional banks.
Table 4.4 Summary of Parametric SFA and DFA vs. Non-parametric DEA 
BANK DFA SFA DEAOE TE SE
Conventional 0.890 1.000 0.850 0.884 0.962
Publc 0.929 0.999
Domestc fx 0.914 0.999 0.804 0.862 0.934
Domestc 0.881 0.999 0.853 0.876 0.975
Regonal C 0.867 0.999 0.974 1.000 0.974
Mxed 0.890 0.999 0.799 0.874 0.915
Foregn 0.896 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
Islamic 0.870 1.000 0.877 0.890 0.985
Full Fledged 0.859 0.999 0.973 1.000 0.973
Full Branch 0.882 0.999 0.882 0.889 0.993
Regonal I 0.843 0.999 0.831 0.845 0.981
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In general, SFA and DEA measures of efficiency provide similar trend of improving 
efficiency, especially since 2004. However, DEA measure gives more detailed results 
for deeper analyss.
5.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
 Overall, t can be concluded that dfferent approaches have gven somewhat dfferent 
results. DFA gives average efficiency of the period observed (2002-2006), while 
DFA gives the result of annual efficiency. These two different figures cannot be 
compared head to head, but they can complement each other for better analyss. 
 DFA gives average efficiency for the observation period, where conventional banks 
are slightly more efficient than Islamic banks. Conventional public bank is the 
most efficient (0.93), while regional Islamic full branch is the least efficient (0.84). 
Therefore, older and bigger banks have better DFA efficiency than younger and 
smaller banks.
 SFA gives annual efficiency for each year of observation, where in 2002 conventional 
banks (0.79) were slightly more efficient than Islamic banks (0.77), while in 2003, 
the efficiency of Islamic banks improved to 0.84 and the efficiency of conventional 
banks worsen to 0.76, so that Islamic banks have become more efficient than 
conventional banks. Conventional and Islamic banks finally converged to highest 
efficiency (1.00) since 2004.
 Efficient banks (conventional and Islamic) do not always have lower OCOI 
(operatng costs dvded by operatng ncome), whle banks wth better OCOI 
usually are more profitable (have better ROA).
 Gven the DFA and SFA results, t seems that, techncally, Islamc banks have 
shown ther readness to compete head to head wth ther conventonal counterparts. 
However, other aspects should have also been consdered, prepared and mproved 
to be at par wth ther conventonal counterparts. Those aspects, among others, 
are number of networks and branches, service quality, convenience, products and 
servces provded, human resources, and prcng.
5.2 Recommendations
 Islamc banks n Indonesa are stll young and small, so that socalzaton and 
expanson should be the number one prorty to make Islamc bank famlar 
to publc and to reach economes of scale and crtcal mass n the shortest tme 
possble. Other than organc expanson that naturally slow, to accelerate expanson 
Islamc banks n Indonesa (.e. the government) should also have the poltcal wll, 
commtment, and courage to expand norgancally by convertng one state owned 
conventonal bank nto Islamc bank, preferably the one that have large networks. 
 To be able to compete n the dual bankng system, Islamc banks should strve to 
be at par in products and services, service quality, convenience, human resources, 
prcng, and networks wth ther conventonal counterparts. These aspects should 
become next prortes for mprovements.
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